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Internet Privacy or Information Piracy: Spinning
Lies on the World Wide Web
"If it's a question of profit versus privacy, profits come first
every time " '

INTRODUCTION

Many Americans consider privacy to be among their most valued civil rights, 2 yet numerous Internet companies throughout the
country are impinging upon individuals' privacy without reprimand.
One ABC News Poll claims that many Americans are not concerned about disseminating personal information over the Internet. 3 However, in some cases, disregard for Internet user privacy
and safety has led to disaster.4 In this digital age, should private
citizens throughout the United States be concerned about their online privacy? Internet experts assert a resounding "yes ' 5 and statis1 See Daniel Tynan, Privacy 2000 In Web We Trust? (Collection of News
Briefs), PC WORLD, June 1, 2000, Vol. 18, Issue 6, at 103 (quoting Rick Jackson,
CEO of Privada).
2

See

ERWIN CHEMERINSKY, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: PRINCIPLES AND POLI-

(Aspen Law & Business, 1997). "Although the Supreme Court has not yet
used the right to privacy under the due process clause to provide a right to control
information, other constitutional provisions are relevant." Id. at 695.
CIES

3 See Daniel Merkle, Internet Invasion: Americans Unworried About Privacy But Want Restrictions on Info Sales, ABCNews.com, at http://www.abcnews.

go.com/onair/DailyNews/poll000203.html (last visited Feb. 3, 2000). ("Although
concern about privacy is tepid, the public overwhelmingly supports tighter restrictions on the collection and dissemination of information about them.").

4 See Tynan, supra note 1; see also infra notes 12 and 12 accompanying text.
5 Stefanie Olsen, Privacy Expert Monitors Issue With a Keen Eye, CNET
News.com, at http://news.cnet.com/news/0-1014-201-3167064-0.html?tag=st.cn.

srl.dir (October 12, 2000).Richard Smith, Chief Technology Officer of the Privacy
Foundation, has "gained prominence for revealing tracking technologies within
software programs, operating systems and Internet services, including high-profile
privacy flaws at RealNetworks and Microsoft." Id. See also The Hearing on Privacy in the Commercial World Before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade,
and Consumer Protection Committee on Energy and Commerce, at http://
www.epic.org/privacy/testimony-0301.html (March 1, 2001). These hearings took
place before the U.S. House of Representatives and Marc Rotenberg, Electronic
Privacy Information Center, Executive Director and Georgetown University Law
Center, (adjunct professor) made the argument for privacy. Id.
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tics on privacy violations support their belief.6 One study
conducted by the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") 7 found that
92 percent of the 674 websites it investigated collected personal information from visitors. 8 Even more troublesome was the finding
that of those 674 websites, 86 percent did not disclose their reason
for collecting the information or what they did with the data after
collection. 9

Many companies that provide Internet services and content are
secretly collecting personal data. 10 What happens to that information after it has been collected and compiled is alarming. Compilation and manipulation of information derived from the Internet is
more common than most computer users think and could poten-

tially be more invasive than ever imagined." While simply surfing
the World Wide Web, Internet users have unknowingly provided
some companies with so much personal data, that financial 12 and
personal lives have been destroyed.' 3 Personal information has become a hot commodity on the Internet-but at what cost?
LEXIS FTC:
No. 503 (1998). "89 percent of sites geared toward children collect personal information, and very few suggest children ask their parents
before submitting that information." Id.
7 See FTC Releases Report on Consumers' Online Privacy, at http://www.
ftc.gov/opa/1998/9806/privacy2.htm (June 4, 1998).
8 See id.
9 See id.
10 Specht v. Netscape Comm. Corp., 150 F.Supp.2d 585 (S.D.N.Y. 2001). A
class action suit was brought against Internet service and content provider AOL
for using its Netscape SmartDownload program to track users' web downloads.
After the SmartDownload program is installed, it is automatically activated whenever the user downloads files from a Web site. Netscape then transfers that information back to itself using a unique identifier allowing Netscape to spy on its users
while simultaneously building a user profile for itself. Id. See also AOL's Netscape Accused Of Privacy Violation, at http://www.aol.about.com/library/weekly/
aaO71300a.htm?once=true(July 13, 2000).
11 Olsen, supra note 5. (Richard Smith, Chief Technology Officer of the Privacy Foundation, states that one serious concern regarding information collected
through technology is that it can be manipulated in ways the collector never
intended.).
12 See Tynan, supra note 1. (Electronic Privacy Information Center states
that with the buying and selling of personal information, including bank statements
and financial reports along with social security numbers, etc., over 400,000 Americans will face identity theft this year.).
13 See Tynan, supra note 1. "Loads of personal information-from your Social Security number to your driving records-can be purchased online for a pittance by anyone interested in tracking you down or assuming your identity. In
6

See

WASHINGTON REGULATORY REPORTING ASSOCIATES,

WATCH LIBRARY, FILE
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The next five parts of this note crawl inside the World Wide
Web to get a closer look at privacy-how and why companies collect personal data on the Internet; how Internet users can protect
themselves; and why Congress must regulate data collection and
dissemination if private companies will not. Part II traces the historical legal development of a right to privacy. From statutory
evolution to modern confusion, courts struggle to apply privacy regulations in an effort to safeguard the World Wide Web. Part III
provides a brief overview of the Internet technology used to collect
and store personal data and sets out what types of companies are
collecting this information and what makes information "personal."
Part IV exposes the connection between those invading consumer
privacy, and how prevalent privacy invasion is. It also reviews FT C
hearings, the push for self-regulation, and the FTC's four Fair Information Practice Principles. 14 Part V explores precautions that Internet users can take to protect themselves and remedies to pursue
if a privacy violation has already occurred. From avoidance to
awareness, Internet users can take technological matters into their
own hands. Finally, Part VI illustrates current Congressional views
and elaborates on potentially stricter legislation under consideration. After examining what is currently being done to protect privacy, this note recommends ways of regulating potential and actual
privacy invaders.
II.

PRIVACY: THE FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT?

Despite its lack of enumeration in the Constitution, privacy has
been considered by many to be a fundamental right. 15 In 1890, Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis were offended by gossip in the
press.1 6 In an effort to ensure that newspapers no longer overmost cases, the sale of this data is perfectly legal. But the results can sometimes be
deadly." Docusearch.com, an information broker, accessed Amy Boyer's Social
Security number and sold that information for $45 dollars to Liam Youens.
Youens used that information to find out where Boyer worked. He tracked her
down and shot her to death before turning the gun on himself. Tynan, supra note
1.
14 See FED. TRADE COMM'N, FINAL REPORT OF THE FTC ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ONLINE ACCESS AND SECURITY (hereafter FINAL REPORT 2000), http://

www.ftc.gov/acoas/papers/finalreport.htm (May 5, 2000).
15 See DON R. PEMBER, MASS MEDIA LAW 219 (McGraw-Hill 1998).
16 See Samuel Warren & Louis Brandeis, The Right to Privacy, 4 HARV. L.
REV.

193 (1890).
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stepped the bounds of "propriety and decency," the two lawyers
proposed a legally recognizable right to privacy in their 1890
Harvard Law Review article, The Right to Privacy.17 Warren and
Brandeis insisted that courts should recognize an individual's right
to be free from unwarranted intrusions into personal affairs.1 8 They
advocated that monetary damages should be awarded for the individual's hardship "suffered from such prying and from publication
of private material."' 19 This seminal article has been the foundation
of evolving case law for over one hundred years and is still used as a
20
guideline in current situations involving privacy litigation.
Courts have maintained flexible, effective standards on what
constitutes a privacy violation and what comprises an acceptable
use of personal information. 21 However, newly emerging technologies are posing previously unforeseen problems and courts, legislators, and the public are struggling to find innovative, definitive
standards and solutions. 22 Of these emerging technologies, one po23
tentially poses the biggest threat to privacy: the Internet.
Internet privacy invasions typically involve two types of violations: public disclosure of private facts and appropriating such information for financial benefit. 24 Because the Internet is
unregulated, privacy violations can occur undetected. 25 Consequently, maintaining control over misuse of personal information
poses many challenges. 26 Meeting those challenges requires an understanding of how the Internet works and how the medium allows
27
privacy violations to occur secretly.
17
18

Id.
Id.

19

Id.

20
21

See Time, Inc. v. Hill, 385 U.S. 374 (1967).
See In re DoubleClick Inc. Privacy Litigation, 154 F.Supp. 2d 497

(S.D.N.Y. 2001).
22

See

FINAL REPORT

2000, supra note 14.

See The FTC's 1998 report to Congress where it stressed the importance
of protecting personally identifiable information on the Internet. The FTC's concern stemmed from the unique interactive nature of the Internet making it possible
23

for companies to collect, store, aggregate, and disseminate personal information
faster and more efficiently than ever before.
24 See FINAL REPORT 2000, supra note 14.
25
Interview with Michael Hall, Chief Technology Officer of Raintree Media,
in New York, NY (October 24, 2000). (Raintree Media is an interactive marketing
agency specializing in integrated media and consumer promotions.).
26 See id.
27 See id.
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DATA COLLECTION ON THE INTERNET: AN OVERVIEW

The Internet was developed by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency ("ARPA") in 1969 to allow government computers
across the country to exchange information during wartime without
interruption. 28 It was later used by the private sector for exchanging research between universities. 29 Today, the Internet is a publicly used global system comprising a complex series of
interconnected computer networks that communicate via telephone
lines, fiber optics, copper wires, satellite transmissions, and other
30
dedicated data connections.
Ever increasing consumer demands and expectations have re32
quired Internet service providers 31 and Internet content providers
to improve features and capabilities. 33 While these improvements
were initially developed to help overcome technical hurdles, some
companies have manipulated these "features and capabilities" for
34
the purposes of accessing otherwise unobtainable personal data.
A.- Privacy Invasion and the Mechanisms Making it Possible
Many mechanisms make Internet privacy invasion possible.
"Cookies" are one of these enabling mechanisms; therefore, a brief
overview of their use and description is required. Computer users
visit a website for information from the content provider using a
program called a "browser." This exchange of information travels
between the two computers in two parts: one that the user can see
(the "body"), and one that the user cannot (the "header"). 3 5 The
28 See Michael Hauben, History of ARPANET, http://www.dei.isep.ipp.pt/
docs/arpa.html (last visited July 29, 2001).
29 See Internet - a searchWebmanagement definition, at http://searchwebman

agement.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid27_.gci212370,00.html
29, 2001).
30
31

(last visited July

See id.
See ISP - a searchWebmanagementdefinition, at http://searchwebmanage

ment.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid27_gci214028,00.html (last visited July 29,
2001). (Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are companies that provide individuals
and other companies access to the Internet and other related services such as website building and virtual hosting.).
32 Hall, supra note 25. Mr. Hall states that, "Internet content providers produce and publish information content on the Internet."
33

LEONID BRAGINSKI &

MATTHEW POWELL, RUNNING

TERNET INFORMATION SERVER, Microsoft Press, at 99 (1998).
34 See Hall, supra note 25.
35 BRAGINSKI & POWELL, supra note 33, at 621-647.

MICROSOFT IN-
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body contains the content to be transmitted. 36 The header contains
instructions that are used by the computer software on how to
transmit the body's content. 37 Coordinating the transmission, the
header tells both the transmitting and receiving computers how
data is to be broken down at one end and reassembled at the
other. 38 Because a content provider has no persistent connection to
a user and cannot maintain or remember what information was previously requested, the provider programs the header to request that
certain information be stored on the user's hard drive. 39 This stor40
age mechanism is known as a "cookie.
Typically, a cookie is used to record a computer user's preferences when visiting a particular site. 41 It stores those preferences,
along with a unique "identifier" consisting of a series of numbers or
letters, on the user's hard drive. 42 Because nothing identifies the
user as a particular person or entity, a cookie is generally considered "anonymous. ' 43 In a future exchange between the two computers, this cookie can be transmitted back to the provider. 44 Once
received by the content provider's server, the cookie identifies
which computer is requesting information and which pages have already been seen from that particular website. 45 This information is
often exchanged without the user's knowledge or consent. Generally only the provider has the ability to "see" both the content and
46
the hidden parts.

Resisting attempts to regulate, Internet providers have consistently made two arguments about why cookies are not a privacy violation and why they are technically necessary. First, a cookie
'47
cannot be placed on a computer without the user's "permission. '
However, if a user refuses to permit the use of a cookie, access to
BRAGINSKI & POWELL, supra note 33, at 621-647.
BRAGINSKI & POWELL, supra note 33, at 621-647.
38 BRAGINSKI & POWELL, supra note 33, at 621-647.
39 See Cookie - a searchSecurity definition, at http://searchsecurity.techtar
get.com/sDefinition/0,,sidl4_gci211838,00.html (last visited July 29, 2001).
40 See id.
41 See Microsoft Security Bulletin (MS00-033), Frequently Asked Questions,
at http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/FQOO-033.asp (last visited
July 29, 2001).
42 See id.
43 See id.
44 See id.
45 See id.
46 Hall, supra note 25.
47 See Microsoft, supra note 41.
36
37
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content may be limited or completely prohibited. Second, because
the Internet stores no data on where a user has been, 48 a cookie is
required to allow the accessed content provider instant retrieval of
49
what information a user has previously sought.
Privacy advocates urge that even when computer users do not
actively agree to store cookies, there is a strong possibility for pri-

vacy violations, 50 because every time a user logs onto a web site,
significant information is given away-including an individual's
unique web address and what web site that user visited last.5 1 Advocates' contentions are based on the critical point that most user
agreements are made passively;5 2 in other words, a majority of users
5 3
are not even aware that they are permitting cookies to be stored.
Websites might give the user the choice to "opt-out," 54 but that typically involves "wading through a convoluted process to curb thirdparty use of data on personal tastes and behavior. 5 5 If there is no
active "opt-out" by the user, the computer typically accepts the
56
cookie without the user's knowledge.
48

BRAGINSKI & POWELL, supra note

33, at 621-647. The Internet is a "state-

less" system. This means that it does not retain any data on what websites and

pages the computer user has already seen. Because it is required to exchange data
via a Hypertext Transfer Protocol, essentially a constant transfer of information,
the host computer needs to know what information has already been viewed. This
host computer places a cookie on the user's hard drive. This cookie stores data
telling the complex network of systems which pages of that particular website the
user has already seen. BRAGINSKI & POWELL, supra note 33, at 621-647.
49 See Cookie, supra note 39.
50

See Jim Wolf, Opting-Outfor Online Privacy? Senate Hears Testimony on

Internet Privacy Protection, http://www.abcnews.go.com/sections/tech/DailyNews/
onlineprivacy001004.html (Oct. 4, 2000). See also FINAL REPORT 2000, supra note
14. There are two different types of data collection, active and passive. Active
data collection is when the information is literally typed in by the computer user
who is intentionally providing requested data. Passive collection is similar to monitoring in that the data is unknowingly seen and collected while the user is browsing websites. FINAL REPORT 2000, supra note 14.
51 See Persistent Cookie FAQ, at http://www.cookiecentral.com/faq.htm (last
visited July 29, 2001). (elaborating on types of data collected when a cookie is
placed on a user's hard drive. The information collected may be compiled and sold
to direct marketers who will use an individual's unique web address to directly
market a product to that user.).
52 See Persistent Cookie FAQ, supra note 31.
53 See Wolf, supra note 50.
54 See Wolf, supra note 50.
55
56

See Wolf, supra note 50.
See Microsoft, supra note 41. See also Wolf, supra note 50.
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Tracking software is the second mechanism used by content
providers to obtain and interpret information from Internet users.
Each time a computer user makes a request for information from a
content provider, that request is stored on an "access log."' 57 Along
with each request, the access log stores the following information:
the user's Internet address, computer type, requested page, date,
and time, most of which is transmitted back to the provider in the
header. Tracking software is used to analyze the contents of the
access log. 5 8 The software consolidates the user's information and
typically compiles the results into five different types of reports:
Visitor Reports, Campaign Reports, Content Reports, Navigation
Reports, and Traffic Reports. 59
Visitor Reports display information on how often a computer
user visited the content provider's site and at what times. 60 They
compile this demographic data to help the provider understand user
behavior and build consumer profiles. 61 Campaign Reports give
detailed information on how well promotional or advertising campaigns are being received by Internet users. 62 They give detailed
analysis on how many users completed registration forms, clicked
on an advertisement or purchased a product. 63 Content Reports
are used to determine whether the information on the site is achieving the objectives of the content provider. 64 Among other things,
this Report analyzes how long users stay on a particular page and
how many times a page has been requested by the user. 65 Navigation Reports "display referrals from banner ads, search engines,
57 See Access Log - a searchSecurity definition, at http://searchsecurity.tech
target.com/sDefinition/0,,sid14-gci212498,00.html (last visited July 29, 2001).
58

See id.

59 See Macromedia Aria Enterprise 5.0: The Solution for Intelligent Web
Site Analysis, Comprehensive E-Business Analysis (hereafter Macromedia), at
http://www.macromedia.com (last visited July 29, 2001).
60

61
62

See id.
See id.
See id.

63 See id. (discussing that these reports are used to compile vital sales and
marketing information pertaining to a promotional or advertising campaign's
effectiveness).
64 See id. "Content Reports allow you to determine whether you're achieving site objectives, supporting subscription, affiliate, e-commerce and ad models."
Macromedia Aria Enterprise 5.0: The Solution for Intelligent Web Site Analysis,
Comprehensive E-Business Analysis (hereafter Macromedia), at http://www.mac
romedia.com (last visited July 29, 2001).
65

See id.
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and other sites."'66 Finally, Traffic Reports display the overall level
of activity on the site. 67 Although all five of these Reports appear
to collect an enormous amount of identifying data on the computer
user, they are still considered anonymous tracking tools. 68 The information collected is generally used to identify patterns and habits
of the user community but does not determine, by personal identity,
69
who specifically visited the website.
Databases are the third mechanism used by content and service providers to obtain information from Internet users. "A
database is a collection of data that is organized so that its information can easily be accessed, managed, and updated. ' 70 Every time a
user voluntarily or involuntarily provides any type of personal information to a service or content provider, that information is
stored on the provider's database. 71 The ability to link or relate this
personal information with the previously collected "anonymous"
information, when aggregated, 72 leads to many computer users'
greatest online privacy concern: user profiling. 73
B.

Types of Information Providers Typically Collect

Most of the general information content providers collect on a
computer user is technical, anonymous, and often times useless to
74
anyone else who accesses it.
Such general information is in direct
contrast to personal identifying information; 75 therefore, it is important to distinguish what information is considered general and what
information is personal. General information usually consists of the
following details: the type of Internet connection the computer is
See id.
See id.
Hall, supra note 25.
Hall, supra note 25.
See Database - a searchDatabasedefinition, at http://searchdatabase.tech
target.com/sDefinition/0,,sidl3_gci211895,00.html (last visited July 29, 2001).
71 Hall, supra note 25.
72 Hall, supra note 25.
73 See Anick Jesdanun, Privacy Predicament, The Associated Press, ABC
News.com, at. http://www.abcnews.go.com/sections/tech/DailyNews/pewprivacy
studyOO0821.html (Aug. 21, 2000). (noting that 86 percent of online users are concerned about others getting their personal information and only 27 percent of Internet users accept the industry's claim that tracking is helpful when it comes to
profiling. Fifty-four percent consider it harmful and 11 percent believe that it both
helps and hurts.).
74 See Cookie, supra note 39.
75 See Hall, supra note 25.
66
67
68
69
70
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using, web pages accessed on a particular site, identity of the service
provider, user's computer operating system, and the user's screen
resolution. 76 Tracking software is used to collect less "technical"
data and more "marketing" data. 77 What computer users buy and
which websites they shop at are just two examples of marketing
data collected. These purchasing patterns and user habits are compiled for research and demographic targeting. 78 A content provider
uses tracking software to determine which pages on a provider's
website are visited, how often, and by whom-the latter of the
three is typically obtained only if such personally identifying infor79
mation is actively given by the user.
General information on its own, given its anonymous nature,
has little impact on privacy. 80 However, when this information is
used in conjunction with personal information, privacy may be endangered. 81 Any information given online that can personally identify the computer user is personal information; 82 for example,
names, addresses, social security numbers and phone numbers. 83
Also considered personal data are personal income figures, bank
account numbers, personal identification numbers (PINs), and college fund accounts. 84 Personal information, when combined with
general information, can link an overwhelming amount of data with
a specific individual. 85 Leslie L. Byrnes, the Clinton White House
consumer affairs advisor, warned that, "Today, with commercial
databases, networks, and CD-ROMs, you can match data sets with
a few keystrokes in seconds and literally surf through people's
76
77
78

79
80
81

82

See
See
See
See
See
See
See

Persistent Cookie FAQ, supra note 51.
Macromedia, supra note 59.
Macromedia, supra note 59.
Macromedia, supra note 59.
Microsoft, supra note 41.
Hall, supra note 25.
FINAL REPORT 2000, supra note 14 (providing a more in-depth defini-

tion and the distinction between "perfectly" and "imperfectly" personal data).

See FINAL REPORT 2000, supra note 14.
See In re Liberty Financial Companies, Inc., File No. 982-3522, 1999 FTC
LEXIS 99, at 1, (1999). (explaining that children were required to provide excessive amounts of personal financial information such as savings and college fund
amounts if they wanted to participate in Liberty's "Young Investor Measure Up
Survey." The Court held that requiring such personal income information from
children without prior parental consent violated the children's privacy based on
the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 ("COPPA"), 15 U.S.C. 650183
84

et. seq.).
85

See

DON

R.

PEMBER, MASS MEDIA LAW

219 (McGraw-Hill 1998).
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lives." 86 Although a majority of companies collecting and compiling both personal and general data use it solely for target marketing, there are a number of unethical companies who use it to exploit
87
innocent Internet users, especially children.

IV.

PRIVACY ONLINE AND DATA COLLECTIONWHAT IS THE CONNECTION?

Some providers collect information for marketing,8 8 some collect for "user personalization", 89 and still others collect for profit. 90

Although these reasons may not cause a majority of the Internet
using public concern, the methods of collection do; 91 and profit
92
seekers worry users the most.
A.

Who is Invading Consumer Privacy and Why is
Invasion so Prevalent?

Service and content providers who collect personal data pose
an inevitable breach of privacy when that compiled information is
sold to third parties for profit.9 3 In the Matter of GeoCities is just
86 See id. (quoting Leslie L. Byrnes, White House consumer affairs advisor,
as she warns about the use of data obtainable online).
87 In re GeoCities, Docket No. C-3849, 1999 FTC LEXIS 17, at 1 (Complaint
1999). (elaborating on how children were enticed to give personally identifying
information without parental consent). See also In re Liberty Financial Companies,
Inc., 1999 FTC LEXIS at 1.
88 See Jesdanun, supra note 73 (stating, "[Mlany Web sites create user
profiles containing such data as e-mail addresses, favorite books or clothing sizes.
Some sites also track users' surfing habits, often, without their knowledge, to better target ads and products".).
89 See Jesdanun, supra note 73 (stating, "[M]any Web sites create user
profiles containing such data as e-mail addresses, favorite books or clothing sizes.
Some sites also track users' surfing habits, often, without their knowledge, to better target ads and products".).
90 In re GeoCities, 1999 FTC LEXIS 17, at 7 (explaining in the "Complaint"
how GeoCities required personal information from children to enter the "Official
GeoCities GeoKidz Club's Enchanted Forest", then sold that information for a
profit.).
91 See Jesdanun, supra note 73 (noting how Jesdanun exposes public concern
through statistical data. An overwhelming 86 percent of online users are concerned about others getting their personal data.).
92 See Daniel Tynan, Privacy 2000 In Web We Trust? (Collection of News
Briefs), PC WORLD, June 1, 2000, Vol. 18, Issue 6, at 103.
93 See In re GeoCities, 1999 FTC LEXIS 17, at .7 (noting in the complaint
that information was later sold for profit to third party advertisers to promote
products in a targeted manner to more than 1.8 million GeoCities members).
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one example of how much personal data a company will collect, the

deceptive practices it will use to do so, and how far it will go to sell
that data for a profit.94 GeoCities is an Internet service and content
provider that provides subscribers with both free and fee-based
home pages and email addresses. 95 It also promotes online contests

and children's clubs. 96 More than 1.8 million Internet users have
registered for the service, each user voluntarily revealing personally
identifying information (also known as "PII").97 Data is collected

on both adults and children, but children pose the most potential
for exploitation. 98 As of December 1997, nearly 200,000 GeoCities
members were between the ages of three and fifteen and nearly a
quarter of them were under the age of thirteen. 99 To subscribe,
each child must give GeoCities "mandatory" information using the

100
"Official GeoCities GeoKidz Club Membership Request Form.
Mandatory information consists of the child's first and last name,
date of birth, zip code, email address, GeoCities home page address, and gender. 10 1 Only after giving this information is a child
able to enter a "children's web neighborhood" called the "Enchanted Forest, 10° 2 where the child can play games, get on to mes94
95
96

See id.
See id.
See id.

See id.
See The Online Childrens Privacy Act of 1998 (hereafter COPPA), 15
U.S.C. §§ 6501-et. seq. COPPA sets forth the FTC requirement that Internet companies are not allowed to collect personal information from children under 13 unless it is actually necessary for the activity. If it is mandatory, the FTC requires
that the Internet company: (a) Provides a privacy policy; (b) Provides notice to
parents; (c) obtains parental permission; and (d) Remembers that the FTC is
watching. Id. See also WASHINGTON REGULATORY REPORTING ASSOCIATES,
BERNSTEIN TESTIFIES OF RECENT COPPA RULE, KEEPS MUM ON GENERAL PRIVACY LEGISLATION (2000), available in LEXIS, FTC:Watch Library, File No. 545.
97
98

(quoting FTC Consumer Protection Bureau Chief Joan Z. Bernstein at the House

Intellectual Property Subcommittee Oversight Hearing, stating that although
"92% of consumers are concerned about the misuse of personal information collected online," concerns for children are even higher.
99 In re GeoCities, 1999 FTC LEXIS 17, at 7 (elaborating on website statistics, the complaint states that GeoCities is one of the ten most frequently visited
websites and was the sixth top trafficked site in April 1998 with 14.1 million unique
visitors age twelve and up. One out of five web users visited the GeoCities cite in
October of 1997).
100 See id. at 3.

101

See id.

See id. at 7 (elaborating on the "Enchanted Forest" as a children's web
community claiming to be "a community for and by kids." To join, children must
102
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sage forums, and enter contests. 10 3 Parental permission to give this

personally identifying information is neither requested nor required
and, although privacy policies are posted on pages requesting data

10 4
entry, they are deceptively fallacious.
GeoCities touts that its GeoKidz Club provides a "safe place
for children to play" and that any information it collects will be
used solely for the purpose of getting a "better understanding of

who is visiting GeoCities."'1 °5 Contrary to its claims, GeoCities not
only used that information to provide its members with specific
targeted email advertising offers, it also sold, rented, and disclosed
their information to third parties hosted on the GeoCities website. 106 In GeoCities, the court held that the Internet service and
content provider had lured children into giving personal information over the Internet with the false promise of reward. 107 Consequently, the court found that GeoCities had violated the children's
privacy and insisted on mandatory reform of the company's privacy
policies. 10 8 The court prohibited Geocities from making any misrepresentations about its collection or use of personally identifiable
information. Geocities was also prohibited from collecting personally identifiable information from children twelve and under if it

has knowledge that they do not have parental consent.10 9 Finally,
Geocities must post a "clear and prominent" notice on its Web site
explaining its collection and use practices." 0 The notice must include the following: what information is being collected; its innot only complete the membership request form, they must also post personal
home pages. As of May 18, 1998, nearly 40,300 provided enough information to
enter the Enchanted Forest.).
103
See id. Contests are promoted on the website. The take place in the Enchanted Forest neighborhood and to enter, children must complete the "Enchanted Forest Contest Entry Form" providing such data as name, personal web
page address, and email address. Id.
104 See In re GeoCities, 1999 FTC LEXIS 17, at 7. (Section 12 of the Complaint states the policy in detail. The following are highlights: "We will not share
this information with anyone without your permission, but will use it to gain a
better understanding of who is visiting GeoCities ...We will NEVER give your

information to anyone without your permission." In reality, GeoCities was found
to have sold, rented, or otherwise marketed or disclosed the personal information
from adults and children alike to third parties.)
105
106
107

Id.

See id.
See id, at 8.

108 See id. at 13.
109 See id. at 16.
110 See In re GeoCities, 1999 FTC LEXIS 17, at 17.
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tended use; names of third parties that the information will be

disclosed to; how the user can access the information; and how the
user can have the information removed from the GeoCities
database."'
Alarmingly, GeoCities was neither an isolated nor even unusual instance of illusory privacy policy practices. 1 2 In the Matter of
Liberty Companies, a similar deceptive tactic was used to collect
information on children and even though data was not sold to third
13
parties for a profit, there was still reason for privacy concerns.
Liberty created a website directed at children which required them
to submit extensive personal information in order to take part in
the "Young Investor Measure Up Survey. ' 114 At the end of each
survey a section asked participants which prize they would prefer to
receive if they won the "quarterly drawing. 11 5 It also asked if they
' 16
would like to receive the "Young Investor email newsletter."
Liberty promised privacy through anonymity stating in its policy
that all answers given in the survey would remain "totally anonyl See id. at 7. Under the consent order, notice must appear on the GeoCities home page that the company is "tracking information." However, every other
place on the site where personally identifiable information is collected, GeoCities
must notify the user but may do so by posting a clear and prominent hyperlink to
the home page notice. A hyperlink is "an element in an electronic document that
links to another place in the same document or to an entirely different document"
(defined at http://webopedia.internet.com/TERM/h/hyperlink.html). Each time a
hyperlink is used, it must.be accompanied by the following: "NOTICE: We collect
personal information on this site. To learn more about how we use your information click here." Id.
112 See Ted Bridis, Companies Don't Say How It's Used: Private Info Not So
Private, The Associated Press, ABC News.com, at http://www.abcnews.go.com/sec
tions/tech/DailyNews/netprivacy980603.html (last visited Sept. 12, 2000). The FTC
did a study of 1,400 randomly selected websites and found that 85 percent collected some form of personal information from consumers. Only fourteen percent
of those surveyed offered any notice about how the information was going to be
used. Id.
113 See In re Liberty Financial Companies, Inc., File No. 982-3522, 1999 FTC
LEXIS at 3.
114 See id.
115
116

See id. at 4.

See id. (Although there are a number of similarities to GeoCities, the personally identifying information requested on the Liberty web site was much more
extensive. In addition to financial information, Liberty also required children to
submit their name, age, gender, email address and street address. Children were
told to submit this in order to receive the newsletter and for identification purposes if they win the drawing.).
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mous."'1 17 It was later discovered that Liberty misled its young
members. Liberty did not maintain anonymity of the information
118
because individuals were identifiable through their responses.
Liberty also admitted that no email newsletter was ever sent; in
fact, no newsletter even existed. 119 Finally, Liberty admitted that
120
there had never been a single quarterly drawing.
Liberty's actions were nearly parallel to GeoCities. Both companies required personal information from each child before he or
121
she could enter certain areas of the website targeted at children.
Both companies stated in their privacy policies that any information
collected would be used solely for the company's own marketing
uses.1 22 Finally, both companies blatantly ignored their own privacy
policies by collecting, compiling, and storing hoards of children's
personally identifiable information in its company database.123 The
court ordered sanctions against Liberty similar to those ordered
against GeoCities. Liberty had to stop collecting data from children
ages twelve and under if Liberty had actual knowledge that the
124
child does not have parental permission to provide information.
Liberty also had to post clear and prominent notice on its childtargeted websites explaining its practices regarding collecting and
using personal information. 25 The notice must include what information is being collected; how that information is used; to whom it
discloses personal information; and how consumers can gain access
to their own information if they wish to modify or remove it from
the Liberty database.1 26 Liberty was further ordered to implement
See id. at 2.
See id.
119 See In re Liberty Financial Companies, Inc., File No. 982-3522, 1999 FTC
LEXIS at 4.
120 See id.
121 Id. Elaborating on the web pages targeted at children, the Complaint
states how Liberty Financial Co. used web pages known as the "Young Investor
Measure Up Survey" to collect numerous items of personal information such as
the individual's: weekly allowance amount, types of financial gifts received like
stocks, bonds, and mutual funds, and from whom, spending habits, part-time work
history, plans for college, and family finances. Id.
122 In re GeoCities, 1999 FTC LEXIS 17, at 6. See also In re Liberty Financial Companies, Inc., File No. 982-3522, 1999 FTC LEXIS at 2.
123 In re GeoCities, 1999 FTC LEXIS 17, at 7. See also In re Liberty Financial Companies, Inc., File No. 982-3522, 1999 FTC LEXIS at 4.
124 See In re Liberty Financial Companies, Inc., File No. 982-3522, 1999 FTC
LEXIS at 11.
125 See id. at 13.
117
118

126

Id.
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a procedure to obtain "verifiable parental consent" before collecting and using children's personally identifiable information. 127 Finally, Liberty was required to delete all personal information
collected from children before the consent order.' 28
Liberty was found to have disregarded its own privacy policy
on three separate counts 2 9 and unfortunately, cases like Liberty
and GeoCities are not anomalies in the realm of privacy invasions.' 30 Toysmart.com, a web based retailer of children's toys declared bankruptcy in May 2000, and tried to sell its assets off to pay
back creditors. 131 Among the sellable assets were a series of customer lists and databases containing personally identifiable information. These sellable assets raised the awareness of the FTC
because Toysmart.com's privacy policy stated that all of the infor32
mation it collected would "never be shared with a third party."'
The FTC filed suit in bankruptcy court in an effort to stop the sale.
Alleging that Toysmart.com had misrepresented its privacy policy,
the FTC argued that selling personal information despite claims
made when the data was originally collected would be a violation of
§ 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.' 33 The FTC proposed a
settlement allowing Toysmart.com to transfer its data to a buyer,
but only if the buyer was family oriented. 34 The settlement further
stated that the lists and the database could not be sold individually;
the buyer had to purchase the entire company. If there was no
buyer, then Toysmart.com would be obligated to destroy the lists
127

See id. at 15.

128

Id.

129 See id. at 4. The three counts the Commission's complaint alleged were:
1.) Liberty Financial represented information collected would be "totally anonymous" when, in fact, all of the information collected in the survey was maintained
in one database in identifiable form; 2.) Liberty Financial falsely represented that
participants in the Measure Up Survey who submitted the requested information
would receive the Young Investor email when there was no such email in existence; and 3.) Liberty Financial falsely represented that every three months, a participant in the Survey who submitted the requested personal information would be
selected to win his or her choice of certain specified prizes when, in fact, no quarterly winners were ever selected. In re Liberty Financial Companies, Inc., File No.
982-3522, 1999 FTC LEXIS at 4.
130 See Bridis, supra note 112.
131 FTC v. Toysmart.com, Civ. No. 00-11341-RGS (D. Mass. Complaint filed
July 10, 2000).
132

Id.

133

Id.

134

Id.
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and database within fourteen months. The bankruptcy court did
not approve the proposed settlement and no companies came forward as buyers. In January 2001, a Disney subsidiary offered to
purchase and destroy the lists and database for $50,000. Even

though Disney is a majority shareholder of Toysmart.com, as of August 5, 2001 the settlement is still pending approval by the bank-

ruptcy court. 135
Like GeoCities, Liberty, and Toysmart.com, RealNetworks
also violated its own privacy policy. RealNetworks produces
RealJukebox, software that allows the users to download, record,
and play music from the Internet. 136 Users may also use this
137
software to record music from their own compact disk library.
Richard Smith, Chief Technology Officer of the Privacy Foundation
and independent security consultant, examined RealJukebox and
found that, despite the terms in its privacy policy, RealNetworks
was using its software to monitor music preferences. 138 Smith noted
that RealNetworks had secretly changed its privacy policy to allow
tracking via a "globally unique identifier" ("GUID"). 139 Smith was

not the only one reporting the policy change. Various publications
substantiated his findings. 140 As a result, RealJukebox software
users became aware of the secret change of policy and filed a class
41
action suit for invasion of privacy.
RealNetworks confirmed that, the policy had been changed to
allow for the tracking of Internet music listeners. It also confirmed
that data had been collected.1 42 Gathering this data enabled
Id.
RealNetworks website, at http://www.realnetworks.com (last visited
March 11, 2001).
137 Courtney Macavinta, RealNetworks Changes Privacy Policy Under Scrutiny, CNET News.com, at http://news.cnet.com/news/0-1006-200-1426044.html
(November 1, 1999).
138 Peter H. Lewis, Peekabo! Anonymity Is Not Always Secure, NEw YORK
TIMES ON THE WEB, April 15, 1999, at http://www.nytimes.com/library/tech/99/04/
circuits/articles/15pete.html.
135
136

139

Id.

See Mark D. Fefer, Media Player and Privacy, SEATrLEWEAKLY.COM,
April 8-14, 1999, http://www.seattleweekly.com/features/9914/tech-fefer.shtml,
See also Althea Yip, Real Privacy Matters, http://www.techtv.com/news/features/
story/0,24195,2385530,00.html (Nov. 2, 1999), and Kevin Poulsen, Sneaky Software,
http://www.techtv.com/cybercrime/chaostheory/story/0,23008,2386995,00.html
(Nov. 3, 1999).
141 Macavinta, supra note 137.
142 Macavinta, supra note 137.
140
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RealNetworks to build a user profile containing the following personal information: a user's surfing habits, address, and music and
retail preferences. Once a profile was built, it could be used for advertising and marketing purposes. RealNetworks argued that the
data collected was not for advertising or marketing, but for the sole
1 43
purpose of giving users the "best experience possible."'
144
RealNetworks' case is still pending.
It is important to note that Internet companies are not required to post a privacy policy; however, if they do post one, they
are required to follow it. Yet, as evidenced above, this rule is not
always followed. Despite these violations, no federal mandatory

privacy policy has been established. The FTC has instead taken a
unique approach combining legislation, regulation, and selfregulation.

14 5

Legislation and regulation has been enacted for some websites,
but only for sites targeting children, 146 containing sensitive information or financial data 147, and those sites targeting medical history
and information. 148 Companies not targeting those groups are encouraged to "self-regulate," but Internet companies like GeoCities,
Liberty, and RealNetworks show that self-regulation may not be

enough to deter privacy violations.
Macavinta, supra note 137.
Lieschke v. RealNetworks, Inc., 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1683 , at 1 (N.D.
11. 2000).
145 Safe Harbor Overview, at http://www.export.gov/safeharbor/shover
view.html (last visited August 5,'2001).
146 COPPA, 15 U.S.C. §§ 6501-et. seq. COPPA sets forth the FTC's requirements for Internet companies collecting and distributing personal information on
children ages 13 and under. If web sites are targeted toward children, COPPA
mandates that the following be complied with: 1.) The Internet company must provide a privacy policy; 2.) Notice to parents that information is being collected; 3.)
The Internet company must obtain verifiable parental permission before the child
is permitted to submit requested information; and 4.) The Internet company must
remember that the FTC will be overseeing their actions to ensure compliance. Id.
147 Financial Modernization Act of 1999, 12 U.S.C. § 502 (hereafter
"Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act" or "GLB"). GLB requires federal agencies and the
Federal Reserve to issue regulations regarding notice requirements and restrictions
on the financial institution's disclosure and distribution of consumer information
to non-affiliated third parties. Id.
148 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, 42 U.S.C.
261 (hereafter "HIPPA"). HIPPA requires the United States Department of
Health and Human Services to regulate the transmission of health related information containing specific patient identification and applies to any organization that
transmits or maintains electronic healthcare information. Id.
143
144
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B. Profiling Poses Potential Problems
Though self-regulation's intermittent application presents
enormous challenges to deterring privacy violations, Internet profiling poses an even larger hurdle for privacy advocates to overcome. 149 Internet profilers combine a user's personal information
with any websites they have visited, purchasing histories, and other
online habits. 150 Once all of this personal information is compiled
and combined, the end result is a total loss of anonymity since it
allows a profiler to link an individual's name with viewing habits,
15
medical history, and shopping preferences. '
Profiling companies like DoubleClick and Engage Technologies adamantly argue that the information they collect is solely used
for marketing purposes; nevertheless, the potential for abuse is
alarming to privacy advocates. 152 Even more troublesome is the
method DoubleClick uses to collect it. Most websites require the
user to intentionally visit their site before data can be collected, but
Internet profilers may collect personal information even if the user
has never visited the profiled site. 153 Here is how it works:
The first time you view a page with a DoubleClick banner ad on it, the ad deposits a cookie on your hard
disk. Then any time you view another page containing
a DoubleClick ad, the cookie on your hard drive sends
the URL (uniform resource locator) 54 of that page
back to the ad agency's server; thus begins a detailed
clickstream - a history of some of the places you've
55
visited on the Net.
Currently, DoubleClick has compiled information on over 100
million users. 156 Engage Technologies has built a database of more
149 See Daniel Tynan, Privacy 2000 In Web We Trust? (Collection of News
Briefs), PC WORLD, June 1, 2000, Vol. 18, Issue 6, at 103.
150 See Id.
151 See Id.
152 See Id.
153 See Id.
154 See id. See also Dictionary of PC Hardware and Data Communications
Terms, at http://www.ora.com/reference/U/UniformResource-Locator.htm (last
modified August 3, 2001) (defining a uniform resource locator ("URL") as an "address" used to specify an Internet or Web server and home page. It is typically
represented by a word "known as a "filename".).
155 See Tynan, supra note 149, at 103.
156 See Tynan, supra note 149, at 103.
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than 52 million user profiles.1 57 After learning of DoubleClick's intention to combine personal information on its database with clickstream data, the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC)
filed a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission. 158 EPIC's
complaint alleged that DoubleClick was "engaging in unfair and deceptive trade practices by tracking online activities of Internet
users." 159 DoubleClick's CEO, Kevin O'Connor, "admitted that he
had 'made a mistake' in attempting to identify users. 1' 6 0 O'Connor
agreed to postpone linking personally identifiable information to
anonymous user activity until the government and the Internet industry could agree upon standards. 161 Responding to O'Connor's
plan to suspend merging data, Robert Ellis Smith, publisher of the
Privacy Journal, said, "I think you have to read the language of
DoubleClick's reversal very carefully. 1' 62 Smith noted that
DoubleClick has simply agreed to defer their plans, not cease com163
bining the information.
In January 2001, the FTC released its findings of the
DoubleClick investigation.1 64 The FTC found that DoubleClick
kept its word and did not merge consumers' names and addresses
with its other anonymous data. 165 As a result, the FTC dropped the
investigation and closed the door on federal claims. 66 However,
state claims remained undecided and in July 2000, 13 state claims
were consolidated into a class-action brought in the Southern District of New York. 167 On March 29, 2001, Judge Naomi Buchwald
dismissed the case holding that plaintiffs failed to sufficiently plead
that access to their hard drives had been gained without their conSee Tynan, supra note 149, at 103.
See Tynan, supra note 149, at 103.
159 See 1nan, supra note 149, at 103.
160 See Daniel Tynan, Privacy 2000 In Web We Trust? (Collection of News
Briefs), PC WORLD, June 1, 2000, Vol. 18, Issue 6, at 103.
161 See id.
162 See id.
163 See id.
164 FTC Drops DoubleClick Investigation, at http://www.zdnet.com/zdnn/sto
ries/bursts/0,7407,267183,00.html (Jan. 22, 2001).
157
158

165

Id.

Id.
See In re DoubleClick Inc. Privacy Litigation, 154 F. Supp. 2d (S.D.N.Y
2001). See also Stefanie Olsen, Privacy Expert Monitors Issue With a Keen Eye,
CNET News.corn, at http://news.cnet.com/news/0-1014-201-3167064-0.html?tag=st.
cn.srl.dir (October 12, 2000).
166
167
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sent. 16 8 Judge Buchwald's reasoning was that plaintiffs permitted
web sites affiliated with DoubleClick to have access to personal in169
formation, thereby indirectly granting DoubleClick permission.
C. What Companies are Supposed to do to Protect Consumer
Privacy and Why the Government is Stepping In
Internet regulation recommendations regarding personally
identifying information have spawned numerous debates. 170 Many
Internet companies want the opportunity to self-regulate and some
who post privacy policies are adhering to them;1 7 1 however, many
are not. 172 In an effort to satisfy both sides of the debate, the Federal Trade Commission has established four "Fair Information Practice Principles," a set of guidelines that are recommended but not
currently required unless the website is directly targeted at children. 73 Notice is the first of these practice principles and requires
that data collectors disclose their information practices "before collecting personal information from consumers. '174 Choice is the second principle, mandating that consumers must be given the option
to choose how the personal information collected from them is to
be used and if it is to be collected at all. 1 75 Consumers must also be
given the right to decide if their personal information may by used
for purposes other than those for which the information was proSee generally In re DoubleClick Inc. Privacy Litigation, 154 F. Supp. 2d
(S.D.N.Y 2001).
169 Id.
170 See id. And see generally Ted Bridis, FTC Says No Privacy Laws: Regulators Say Net Firms Policing Themselves, The Associated Press, ABC News.com, at
(last
http://www.abcnews.go.com/sections/tech/DailyNews/netprivacy990713.htm
visited Sept. 12, 2000).
171 See generally Ted Bridis, FTC Says No Privacy Laws: Regulators Say Net
Firms Policing Themselves, The Associated Press, ABC News.com, at http://www.
abcnews.go.com/sections/tech/DailyNews/netprivacy990713.html (last visited Sept.
168

12, 2000).
172 See Press Reslease, Fed. Trade Comm'n, FTC Recommends Congressional
Action To Protect Consumer Privacy Online, at http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2000/05/pri
vacy2K.html (May 22, 2000).
173 See id. See also COPPA, 15 U.S.C. §§ 6501-et. seq.
174 See Sheila F. Anthony, Congressional Testimony on Internet Privacy, Federal Document Clearing House, Inc. 2000, 2000 WL 19304243, (May 25, 2000).
(Summarizing the four "Fair Information Practice Principles" and quoting from an
outline of the congressional testimony "[Section] A. Fair Information Principles
Are Widely Accepted.").
175 See id.
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vided.' 76 Access is the third principle. 177 Consumers should be
able to view, edit, and delete any personal information collected
about them and should also be able to contest any data found to be
inaccurate. 178 Security is the fourth principle, requiring data collectors to take "reasonable steps to assure that information collected
from consumers is accurate and secure from unauthorized use."t1 79
Many Internet companies claim to be adhering to and abiding
by these four principles, but statistics show otherwise. 180 Even
when they do comply, numerous company privacy policies are
"confusing, contradictory, and ambiguous."'1 81 According to FTC
Commissioner Sheila F. Anthony, some website policies are so contradictory that she was "left to wonder if the websites have something to hide."'18 2 One privacy policy Anthony quoted in her
testimony before Congress read as follows:
The first sentence states: 'Your privacy is very important to us.' But, continues several paragraphs later:
'The personal information we collect from members
during the registration process is used to manage each
member's account. This information is not shared with
third parties unless specifically stated otherwise or in
special circumstances.' Three pages later, the same policy goes on to say: '[We] may disclose personal information about our visitors or members or information
regarding your use of the Services or web sites accessible through our Services, for any reason, if, in our sole
See id.
See id.
See id.
See id.
See Sheila F. Anthony, CongressionalTestimony on Internet Privacy, Federal Document Clearing House, Inc. 2000, 2000 WL 19304243, (May 25, 2000).
(elaborating on statistical differences between those who say they follow the fair
information practice principles and which companies really do. A 2000 survey reported that 97 percent of the Random Sample and 99 percent of the Most Popular
Group collected personal information. Of those, only 20 percent of the Random
Sample and 42 percent of the Most Popular Group complied with, at least in part,
all four fair information practice principles).
181 See id.
182 See Tynan, supra note 160. (A 1999 published Georgetown University
study examined 361 commercial websites and found that nine out of ten asked
users to supply "at least one piece of personal information." Less than ten percent
176
177
178
179
180

of those had what researchers considered a "complete policy.").
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discretion, we believe that it is reasonable to do
so. .. '183

Anthony quoted a second example taken from a privacy policy
from one of the top 100 websites. 18 4 Although it clearly stated that
the information provided by the user could be stored and processed
in a customer profile by "subsidiaries, affiliates, and trusted ven-

dors," it failed to give any information on who any of those companies were.18 5 Anthony then rhetorically asked, "[i]s consent
meaningful if consumers do not see this notice or have access to it
18 6
at the time they surrender their personal information?"
More disturbing is a congressional investigation finding that a

vast majority of the federal government's websites "fail to measure
up to the Federal Trade Commission's standards for Internet pri-

vacy, including the FIC's own site.1187 Out of the 65 federal websites tested for notice, choice, access, and security, only two
properly followed all four recommended Fair Information Practice
Principles. 188 Nearly 69 percent of the sites surveyed satisfied the
notice requirement.189 The other 31 percent had privacy policies

disclosing too little information. 190 As for the other three principles, only 17 percent informed users that they could access and

change incorrect information stored on the site. 191 The remaining
two principles fared even worse.' 92 Advocates assert that government websites should be subject to stricter scrutiny than commerSee Anthony, supra note 174.
See Anthony, supra note 174. (Sheila Anthony gave numerous examples
of misleading or confusing privacy policies. Another of those examples was the
following taken from one of the top 100 websites: "When you submit personal
information to [us] you understand and agree that our subsidiaries, affiliates and
trusted vendors may transfer, store, and process your customer profile in any of
the countries in which we and our affiliates maintain offices.").
185 See Anthony, supra note 174.
See Anthony, supra note 174.
186
187 See D. Ian Hopper, Failingthe Privacy Test: Federal Web Sites Don't Meet
FTC Privacy Standards, The Associated Press, ABC News.com, at http://www.
abcnews.go.com/sections/tech/DailyNews/privacy-feds000912.html (Sept. 12,
2000). The General Accounting Office looked at 65 of the government's most
popular websites to see if they followed the four fair information practice principles. Disappointingly, only three percent of federal sites passed. Id.
183
184

188

See id.

189 See id.
190 See id.
191 See id.

See D. Ian Hopper, Failingthe Privacy Test: Federal Web Sites Don't Meet
FTC Privacy Standards, The Associated Press, ABC News.com, at http://www.
192
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193
cial websites when it comes to personally identifying information.
Rep. Dick Armey, the House majority leader criticized, "[y]ou're
required to give this information to the government, you have no
choice. 194 You don't have to use a commercial website if you feel it
has a bad privacy policy. 195 Which worries you more?"' 9 6 In an
attempt to promote consideration for new legislation of commercial
websites, Armey stressed that the government needs to comply with
its own principles first: "People with glass Web sites should not
1 97
throw stones."'

D. What Can Internet Users Do to Protect Themselves?
Even when all four Fair Information Practice Principles are followed, the content or service provider may reserve the right to
make changes to the policy at any time. 198 Notification of how and
when these changes are made introduces another element into an
already confusing scenario. Will the Internet provider notify the
user or will the user bear the burden of checking back frequently to
see what has changed? 199 Marc Rotenberg, executive director of
the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC), may have summarized user frustration and industry dissatisfaction best when he
said, "the problem with self-regulation is that it rewards bad
actors. "200
According to the United States Internet Council's March 2000
statistics, the United States is currently leading the world in In201
ternet users making up 36 percent of the Internet community.
Recent 1998 statistics show that over 100,000 new websites go on(Sept. 12,
abcnews.go.com/sections/tech/DailyNews/privacy-feds000912.html
2000).
193 See id.
194 See id.
195 See id.
196 See id.
197 See id.
198 See D. Ian Hopper, Failingthe Privacy Test. Federal Web Sites Don't Meet
FTC Privacy Standards, The Associated Press, ABC News.com, at http://www.
abcnews.go.com/sections/tech/DailyNews/privacy-feds000912.html (Sept. 12,
2000).
199

See id.

See id.
See United States Internet Counsel, State of the Internet Report 2000, at
http://www.usic.org (last visited August 3, 2001).
200

201
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line every month. 20 2 Yet, despite the growing number of websites
and Internet users many fail to heed the Federal Trade Commission's strong recommendation to utilize the four Fair Information
Practice Principles. Consequently, attempts at self-regulation have
consistently failed. 20 3 So what should Internet users do to protect
their identity, their bank accounts, and their lives? Users can take a
number of precautionary steps, including the following four: avoidance, awareness, parental controls and protective software. 20 4 Although these four steps may not totally eliminate the potential for
privacy invasion, they certainly reduce the user's chances of permitting passive data collection. 20 5 Users should avoid websites if they
disagree with their posted privacy policies. 20 6 Awareness of website
policies and practices will allow a user to gain familiarity with the
20 7
content or service provider's business and collection practices.
Parents can control what their children access on the web either by
parental supervision or software. 20 8 Finally, protective software is
often offered for free online to computer users who want to remove
"Internet banner ads, cookies, and other unwanted material from
their web browsers. ' 20 9 Michael Hall, Chief Technology Officer of
Raintree Media, Inc., agrees with taking precautionary steps: "taking technological matters into the Internet users own hands is the
202

See

WASHINGTON REGULATORY REPORTING ASSOCIATES,

LEXIS FTC:

WATCH LIBRARY, FILE No. 503 (1998). (Section: Briefs).
203 See id. (There are also other legal issues that would

pose problems on the
FTC if it tried to enforce regulations. Since the Internet is a "global" network,
jurisdictional issues would surely arise.).
204 Interview with Michael Hall, Chief Technology Officer of Raintree Media,
in New York, NY. (October 24, 2000).
205 See Becky Waring, Starving The Cookie Monster: How To ProtectPersonal
Information While Surfing the Web, THE SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, May 11,
2000, http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/Chronicle/archive/2000/05/11/
BU41819.DTL (stating that cookie control is important in reducing privacy violations because "more than 46 percent of all Web browsers are set to accept all
cookies indiscriminately, without any warning to the user. Only 3 percent are set to
reject all").
206 See id.
207 See id.
208 See Roland Jones, Taking the Opt-Out Option: Privacy Concerns Have
Some Clicking Back At Web Ads, The Street.com, ABC News.com, at http://www.
abcnews.go.com/sections/business/TheStreet/secretsites000912.html (Sep. 12,

2000). AdSubtract along with numerous other Internet privacy promoting companies have released software to help computer users protect personal information
from being passively collected. Id.
209

See id.
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Alan Fulmer, presi-

dent of Youknowbest.com, offers the same advice. 21' "The control
of privacy shouldn't be in the hands of the government or business,
212
but in the hands of consumers.
V.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REFORM

Numerous companies and individuals have proposed recommendations for personal information collection reform. 213 The Direct Marketing Association ("DMA") is just one of many to suggest
elaborations and minor modifications to the Federal Trade Commission's four Fair Information Practice Principles. 214 DMA is a
trade organization for companies interested in database market-

ing. 215 Instead of just requiring that a privacy notice be posted on

every website, the DMA recommends that the standard be as follows: "The notice should be easy to find, easy to read, and easy to
understand. '216 The Internet service or content provider should
post this notice so that it is easy for the user to learn about the
provider's information practices in a manner that permits a user to
make an "effective choice over the collection and disclosure of personal information.

' 21 7

Several other detailed recommendations are

set forth in the DMA guidelines including what personal information may be collected on an individual, what such data may be used
for, and which disclosures, if any, may be made. 21 8
See id.
See id. (Youknowbest.com is a website "that gathers online product information and delivers it to consumers so they avoid disclosing their private information online.").
212 See id.
213 See The DMA's Marketing Online Privacy Principles and Guidance (hereafter DMA), at http://www.the-dma.org/library/guidelines/onlineguidelines.shtml
(last visited July 29, 2001). (The Direct Marketing Association has set up its own
recommended guidelines based off of the FFC's four Fair Information Practice
Principles.).
214 See id.
215 Peter Brown, New Media and the Internet: Staying Interactive in the HiTech Environment, Practising Law Institute PLI Order No. GO-00AY, http://
web2.westlaw.com/result/text.. .A+COLLECTION%22+%2FS+%22INTERNET
%22.html (February 2000).
216 See id.
217 See id.
218 See DMA, supra note 213. (The Direct Marketing Association has set up
its own recommended guidelines based off of the FTC's four Fair Information
Practice Principles.).
210
211
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Additional models for privacy policies have been proposed in
the Privacy Journal.219 These recommended guidelines are in addition to and should be used in conjunction with the four Fair Information Practice Principles. 220 "Openness or transparency" is the
first of these additional principals and requires all companies with
databases containing personal information to publicly disclose that

they have been collecting and compiling data. 22' Additionally, this
policy compels the companies to inform people who have had their

222
data collected and to explain why.
"Secondary use" is the second principle set forth by the Privacy Journal.223 When an individual volunteers personal information, it is typically done with the expectation that the personal data
will be used for a specific purpose. 224 GeoCities and Liberty have
shown that is not always the case. 225 Often, this information is used
or made available to others for a purpose incompatible with the
original purpose stated in the privacy policy. 226 Consequently, the
Privacy Journal proposes a privacy policy that allows an individual
219 See Privacy Journalk Resources to Help Protect Your Privacy, at http://
www.townonline.com/privacyjournal (last visited July 29, 2001).
220 See id.
221 See id.
222 See In re Liberty Financial Companies, Inc., File No. 982-3522, 1999 FTC
LEXIS 99, at 1, (1999), The three counts the Commission's complaint alleged
were: 1.) Liberty Financial represented information collected would be "totally
anonymous" when, in fact, all of the information collected in the survey was maintained in one database in identifiable form; 2.) Liberty Financial falsely represented that participants in the Measure Up Survey who submitted the requested
information would receive the Young Investor email when there was no such email
in existence; and 3.) Liberty Financial falsely represented that every three months,
a participant in the Survey who submitted the requested personal information
would be selected to win his or her choice of certain specified prizes when, in fact,
no quarterly winners were ever selected. Id.
223 See Privacy Journal, supra note 219.
224 See Privacy Journal, supra note 219.
225 See Microsoft Security Bulletin (MSOO-033), Frequently Asked Questions,
at http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/FQOO-033.asp (last visited
July 29, 2001). See also Jim Wolf, Opting-Out for Online Privacy? Senate Hears
Testimony on Internet Privacy Protection, http://www.abcnews.go.com/sections/
tech/DailyNews/onlineprivacy001004.html (Oct. 4, 2000). See also In re
DoubleClick Inc. Privacy Litigation, 154 F. Supp. 2d (S.D.N.Y 2001). See also Ted
Bridis, FTC Says No Privacy Laws: Regulators Say Net Firms Policing Themselves,
The Associated Press, ABC News.com, at http://www.abcnews.go.com/sections/
tech/DailyNews/netprivacy990713.html (last visited Sept. 12, 2000).
226 See Privacy Journal, supra note 219.
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to prevent misuse both inside and outside an organization. 227 Further recommendations from the Privacy Journalsuggest an "organizational custodian" who would be in charge of "creating,
maintaining, using or disseminating records of identifiable personal
data. ' 228 This custodian of information would be responsible for assuring that any data collected and compiled would be accurate, reliable, secure and timely.22 9 Most important of all custodial duties
would be to ensure that the data is secure and in no way misused. 230
"Opting-Out" is another option frequently proposed to prevent privacy violations.2 3 ' Websites traditionally have an "opt-in"
policy.2 32 Opting-in means that the user agrees to comply with all
terms and conditions set forth in the privacy notice, assuming that
one is present or posted. 233 Currently, most opt-in agreements are
passive; in other words, the user does not even know that they have
agreed to certain terms in order to use the provider's site let alone
knowing what they have specifically agreed to.23 4 If the user opts-in
to the website, he or she is permitted to access the desired information. However, if the user chooses to opt out, he or she may be
precluded from accessing desired information.
Not all opt-in agreements are passive. Some require the user
to physically opt-in if they wish to access the contents on the website. 2 35 This is known as an "active opt-in agreement." Essentially,
users must move their cursor over on-screen agreements and click
to agree to the terms and conditions of use. 236 If users do not like
the terms and conditions presented, they may choose to go to another site. Users not moving the cursor and clicking have essen227
228

See Privacy Journal, supra note 219.
See Privacy Journal, supra note 219.
229 See Privacy Journal, supra note 219.
230 See Privacy Journal, supra note 219.
231 See Jim Wolf, Opting-Outfor Online Privacy? Senate Hears Testimony on
Internet Privacy Protection, http://www.abcnews.go.com/sections/tech/DailyNews/
onlineprivacyO01004.html (Oct. 4, 2000). Numerous companies and privacy advocates such as the Direct Marketing Association and Privacy Journal publisher
Robert Ellis Smith have proposed "opt-out" policies instead of the passive "optin." Currently, no change has been made to require the active "opt-out" option.
Id.
232

See id.

233
234
235
236

Hall, supra note 204.
Hall, supra note 204.
See Wolf, supra note 231.
See Wolf, supra note 231.
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tially "opted-out" of that provider's terms. 237 This is in direct
contrast to passive opt-in agreements where users are often ignorant of the terms and conditions they have unknowingly agreed to.
Arguments have been made for both active and passive opt-in
options, and privacy advocates argue that all Internet users should
be informed users. 238 Jerry Berman, executive director of the
Center for Democracy and Technology says "privacy should aim for
informed decisions, not defaults. '2 39 The Direct Marketing Association's recommendations parallel those of Berman's and elaborate
on what should be required. 240 "All marketers sharing personal information collected online should furnish consumers with the op'241 It
portunity to opt out from the disclosure of such information.
further states that the notice and the opt out process should "enable
consumers to request their personal information not be rented,
'242
sold, or exchanged.
A.

The Congressional Volleying Continues

Despite the Internet's global growth momentum, Congress has
attempted to rein in privacy invasions on the Internet. 243 Noting
that the Federal Trade Commission's recommendation for self-regulation was not typically adhered to, Congress, in 1986, amended
the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1968 to include electronic digital communications.2 44 Although mainly amended to
prevent intentional interception of cellular telephone conversations, the Act was also amended to curb online privacy violations.2 45 The Act, now called the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act of 1986, makes it illegal to intentionally intercept online communications. 246 Furthermore, it is now illegal to monitor
237 Hall, supra note 204.

See Wolf, supra note 231.
See Wolf, supra note 231. (The Center for Democracy and Technology is a
Washington based non-profit organization that tracks civil liberties on the
Internet.).
240 See DMA, supra note 213. (The Direct Marketing Association has set
forth a set of guidelines for online marketing companies to follow allowing users to
actively opt-out.).
241 See DMA, supra note 213.
242 See DMA, supra note 213.
243 See DON R. PEMBER, MASS MEDIA LAW 219, at 240 (McGraw-Hill 1998).
244 See PEMBER, supra note 243.
245 See PEMBER, supra note 243.
246 See PEMBER, supra note 243, at 240.
238
239
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keystrokes, tap a data line, or reroute an "electronic communica'247
tion to provide contemporaneous acquisition.
Congress also enacted the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act ("COPPA") requiring the FTC to regulate and oversee
websites targeting children. 248 If Internet providers collect personal
information from children under 13, they are required to post visible privacy policies. 249 Internet providers are also required to provide notice to parents of such data collection. 250 Children
volunteering their information are required to obtain parental consent.2 5' Finally, COPPA puts Internet providers on notice that the
Federal Trade Commission is watching them. 252 Joan Z. Bernstein,
the Federal Trade Commission's Consumer Protection Bureau
Chief, said that the agency "intends to ensure that [websites] collecting personal information from kids are complying with COPPA
'253
and that kids' information is protected, not exploited.
Despite the amendment of the Electronic Privacy Act and the
passage of the COPPA, most proposed privacy bills fade and resurface with each new Congressional term never successfully passing
though Congress in time to become an Act. 254 One bill caught in
that vicious cycle is the "McCain Bill," which was initially proposed
2 55
in 1 0 6t' Congressional term by Arizona Senator John McCain.
McCain suggested. that all commercial websites be required to provide consumers with "clear and conspicuous notice of their infor247

See

PEMBER,

supra note 243, at 240.

COPPA, 15 U.S.C. §§ 6501-et. seq. COPPA sets forth the FTC's requirements for Internet companies collecting and distributing personal information on
children ages 13 and under. If web sites are targeted toward children, COPPA
mandates that the following be complied with: 1.) The Internet company must provide a privacy policy; 2.) Notice to parents that information is being collected; 3.)
The Internet company must obtain verifiable parental permission before the child
is permitted to submit requested information; and 4.) The Internet company must
remember that the FTC will be overseeing their actions to ensure compliance. Id.
249 See id.
248

250
251

See id.
See WASHINGTON

REGULATORY REPORTING ASSOCIATES, EYE ON CAPI-

COPPA (2000),available in
LEXIS, FrC:Watch Library, File No. 549. See also COPPA, 15 U.S.C. §§ 6501-et.
seq.
252 COPPA, 15 U.S.C. §§ 6501-et. seq.
TOL HILL: KID WEB SITES WARNED TO COMPLY WITH

253

See id.

See Thomas-Legislative Information On The Internet, at http://thomas.
loc.gov (last visited August 3, 2001) (tracking and updating all of the proposed
legislation for congressional terms).
255 Id
254
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mation collection practices. 21 56 The McCain Bill, also known as the
"Consumer Internet Privacy Enhancement Act," was intended to
provide Internet users with the opportunity to limit the use and dis257
closure of their personal information for marketing purposes.
The Bill was reintroduced in the 1 0 7 th Congress and under its proposed legislation, the FTC would enforce the disclosure and notice
requirements and the 50 states' attorneys general would further en258
force the disclosure standard.
In 1999, Representative Rick Boucher, Democrat from Virginia, pushed his "Internet Growth and Development Act of
1999."259 The bill urged Congress to mandate basic privacy protections.2 60 Boucher argued that "even if 90% of websites are posting
privacy policies as some news articles reported ... [then] he would

expect the other ten percent not posting to be bad faith actors who
need reining in through legislation."' 261 Boucher's bill stalled in
262
Congress and was not reintroduced with the new term.
Also stalled in the 1 0 6 th Congress was Representative Bruce
Vento's (D-Minn.) "Consumer Internet Privacy Protection Act of
1999" (H.R. 313).263 Had it passed, this Act would have prohibited
interactive computer services from "disclosing to a third party any
personally identifiable information about subscribers without the
subscriber's prior consent" 264 The bill also required Internet ser256 See Consumer Internet Privacy Enhancement Act, S. 2928, 10 6th Cong.
(2000), and see Consumer Internet Privacy Enhancement Act, H.R. 237, 1 07th
Cong. (2001).
257 See id. See also Wolf, supra note 231.
th
258 See Consumer Internet Privacy Enhancement Act, S. 2928, 106 Cong.
107 th
237,
H.R.
Act,
Enhancement
Privacy
(2000), and see Consumer Internet
Cong. (2001). "Co-sponsors [of the Consumer Internet Privacy Enhancement Act]
include Democrats John Kerry of Massachusetts and Barbara Boxer of California
and Republican Spencer Abraham of Michigan." Id.
259 See WASHINGTON REGULATORY REPORTING ASSOCIATES, BERNSTEIN
TESTIFIES OF RECENT COPPA RULE, KEEPS MUM ON GENERAL PRIVACY LEGISLATION (2000), available in LEXIS, FTC:Watch Library, File No. 545.
260 See id.
261 See id.
262 See Thomas, supra note 254 (tracking and updating all of the proposed
legislation for congressional terms).
263 See Peter Brown, New Media and the Internet: Staying Interactive in the
Hi-Tech Environment, Practising Law Institute PLI Order No. GO-00AY, http://
web2.westlaw.com/result/text.. .A+COLLECTION%22+%2FS+ %22INTERNET
%22.html (February 2000).
264 See id.
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vice and content providers to provide consumers with the identities
265
of third parties who may have received their information.
Despite these defeats, some legislators are persistent in their
pursuit of Internet privacy and are proposing new federal privacy
regulations. One example is the "Consumer Internet Privacy Enhancement Act" proposed on January 20, 2001.266 This Act makes
it illegal for a "commercial website operator to collect personally
identifiable information online from a website user unless the operator provides both notice and opportunity for such user to limit its
use and disclosure. '267 Furthermore, it allocates enforcement to
the FTC and establishes civil penalties for violations on the federal
level while permitting similar enforcement and penalties at the state
268
level.
Another example is the "Privacy Commission Act" introduced
into Congress on February 13, 2001.269 This Act, if passed, would
establish the "Commission for the Comprehensive Study of Privacy
Protection. '270 The Commission would "study and report to Congress and the President on issues relating to protection of individual
privacy and the appropriate balance to be achieved between protecting such privacy and allowing appropriate uses of
271
information. ,
In February 1999, four senators banded to form the Congressional Privacy Caucus, a bipartisan group expected to draft new privacy legislation based on the principles of user notification, consent,
and access. 272 But even if protective legislation passes, it will be
difficult to enforce. "Federal laws tend to be big, fat, unwieldy...
sledgehammers swatting at gnats. They usually miss the gnat and
273
hit the rest of us," said Tom Maddox, editor of PrivacyPlace.com.
265
266

See id.
See Thomas, supra note 254 (tracking and updating all of the proposed

legislation for congressional terms).
267 H.R. 237, 107th Cong. (2001).
268
269

Id.
Id.

271

H.R. 583, 107th Cong. (2001).
Id.

272

See Daniel Tynan, Privacy 2000 In Web We Trust? (Collection of News

270

PC WORLD, June 1, 2000, Vol. 18, Issue 6, at 103. "Senators Richard
Shelby (R-Alabama) and Richard Bryan (D-Nevada) banded together with Representatives Edward Markey (D-Massachusetts) and Joe Barton (R-Texas) to form
the Congressional Privacy Caucus." Id.
273
Id. See also Privacyplace.com, at http://www.privacyplace.com/home.php
(last visited Sep. 2002) (describing Tom Maddox as follows: "He first took up pri-
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Most of the personally identifying information is collected and compiled without the user's knowledge. If a victim is "totally unaware
of the electronic intrusion, '274 there is no way to identify that a
violation has occurred and, consequently, no way to pursue legal
recourse. Thus, the circular argument: even if legislation passes,
there is no efficient way to enforce Internet privacy protection laws.
B.

So What is Congress to Do?

Whether it is the FTC's recommended principles or a newly
created set of specific guidelines, 275 Congress must require Internet
providers to follow federal regulations in a consistent manner.
Since current statutory privacy laws vary among the states, Congress should eliminate inconsistencies by creating an administrative
agency assigned the sole task of establishing and enforcing basic
federal Internet privacy guidelines. The four fair information practice principles endorsed by the FTC-notice, access, security, and
consent-should be among the standards.
Prior to promulgating any rules, the agency's enabling act
should require it to hold a notice and comment period so both direct marketing advocates and privacy advocates can argue accordingly. Upon completion of the administrative proceedings, the
agency should emerge with a series of Internet privacy policy guidelines set forth in a promulgated rule. This new agency rule will
mandate privacy policy requirements for both Internet content and
service providers.
Rule making would only be one of this agency's duties. Enforcing rules would be another.
The agency would be required to follow a series of steps escalating
in accordance with the degree and frequency of each privacy violation. The first step would be to require all Internet service and convacy issues while writing a column, 'Reports from the Electronic Frontier,' for Locus magazine. He recently returned to the San Francisco Bay Area after being
writing director for the last decade at a college in the Pacific Northwest").
274
See PEMBER, supra note 243, at 239 (quoting Leslie L. Byrnes, White
House consumer affairs advisor, as she warns about the use of data obtainable
online).
275
See The DMA's Marketing Online Privacy Principles and Guidance (hereafter' DMA), at http://www.the-dma.org/library/guidelines/onlineguidelines.shtm
(last visited July 29, 2001). (The Direct Marketing Association has set up its own
recommended guidelines based off of the FTC's four Fair Information Practice
Principles.)
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tent providers review and understand mandatory guidelines.
Second would be to ensure compliance by auditing random samples
of websites making sure specified privacy policies are in place. Finally, the agency would have to follow up on any violations discovered during auditing and pursue user complaints alleging violations.
Agency remedies should be clearly stated in the enabling act
and, like enforcement, they will escalate according to degree and
frequency of each violation. For its first privacy violation, the Internet provider will be served with notice and given an opportunity
to cure within a reasonable amount of time. Failure to cure within
that time will subject the Internet provider to a statutory fine. For
consistent failure to comply with the federal privacy rule, treble
damages will result. If the Internet provider fails to cure the violations or refuses to comply, then the Internet provider will be forcibly shut down.
Monetary damages imposed on initial privacy violations may
be based on a statutory amount calculated on a "per-infraction"
charge. Alternatively, the Internet provider may be penalized on
the value of the information sold based on either the data's profitability or a statutorily prescribed value for personally identifiable
information. Remedies such as these are designed to ensure enforcement with strict penalties for failure to comply.
Although monitoring websites for privacy policy violations
may sound like an insurmountable task, the FTC is currently overseeing and enforcing compliance with some privacy policies like
COPPA. 276 COPPA requires that adequate notice of data collection be given to parents of children age 13 or younger. 277 The Act
also requires any company collecting information on children to obtain "verifiable parental permission" before the child is allowed to
submit certain information. 273 The F-FC randomly checks websites
to ensure compliance; a failure of which may result in legal action
or fines.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Numerous companies doing business on the Internet are violating computer users' right to privacy by collecting personal information without their knowledge or consent. These companies then
276
277
278

COPPA, 15 U.S.C. §§ 6501-et. seq.
Id.
Id.
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sell, lease, or rent that information, often against the Internet user's
wishes, knowledge or expectations. As a result, these abuses have
jeopardized personal and financial safety. In an effort to protect
consumer privacy, the Federal Trade Commission has recommended four Fair Information Practice Principles and urged Internet providers to apply these guidelines via self-regulation.
However, statistics and case law have consistently shown that selfregulation does not work. 279 Even when Internet companies post
privacy policies in an effort to comply with the Federal Trade Commission's principles, many are in small print-difficult for the average computer user to read or in language too complex to
comprehend. 280 More disturbing are companies that claim to selfregulate yet have blatantly admitted violating their own posted privacy policies for financial gain.
Self-regulation's failure leaves only one solution: statutory regulation followed by active government enforcement. Congress
must impose mandatory regulations upon Internet service and content providers to forcibly protect what many American's consider a
right more valuable than profit: privacy. The Federal Trade Commission has been deliberating on whether mandatory federal regulation is the solution-it is a solution long overdue.
Michelle Z. Hall

279
See In re Liberty Financial Companies, Inc., File No. 982-3522, 1999 FTC
LEXIS at 11. See also RealNetworks website, at http://www.realnetworks.com
(last visited March 11, 2001).
280
See DMA, supra note 275. (The Direct Marketing Association has set up
its own recommended guidelines based off of the FTC's four Fair Information
Practice Principles.).

